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Let’s get into the right mindset.

You may NOT 
use any words 

that contain 
the letter ‘T”
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Graffiti Wall memory jogger – Part 1

1. With your team, visit each poster.  (No talking during this task.)
2. Write a comment, explanation, example, question, or draw a picture.
3. Initial your work.
4. You may write in free form, in all directions                                            

and places on the paper.  
5. You may draw lines to connect your ideas to                                                           

others’ ideas.
6. You must contribute at least five thoughts,                                          

one for each topic.
7. You have 15 minutes.
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1. With your team, revisit your notes 
& PowerPoints for 5 minutes. 

2. Travel to each poster and talk 
about what has been written, and 
add on.

Graffiti Wall memory jogger – Part 2
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Cause for pause

l Engage in a two minute quick write in 
which you reflect on this task.

– How did it add value to you as a 
learner?

– How would you implement this 
strategy differently?

l Be prepared to share with your      
table and then share aloud.



Bergenfield Schools, 2018-2019 School Year

Academic Language Objectives:  
A beginner’s guide

www.upthebarconsulting.com Susana Matos-Kruck
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Goal for Today

To incite educators to thoughtfully and
strategically plan for academic language
success.
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BICS vs CALP
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How Academic Language is Constructed

Bricks, Mortar 
& Buildings
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Bricks

l Subject specific vocabulary that is 
often pre-taught

l Found in bold face print in the textbook

l Taught at the WORD level:

• Phonology – how words sound

• Semantics – What words mean

• Morphology – parts of words
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Examples of Bricks

l Science – mitosis, habitat, polarized

l Math – right angle, reciprocal, ratio

l Social studies – government, revolt, constitution

l Language Arts – metaphor, narrator, alliteration
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Mortar

l Basic and General utility vocabulary, explicitly 
taught within context

l Words that determine the relationship between and 
among words

l Used to construct sentences and paragraphs, and to 
engage in an academic conversation

l Taught at the SENTENCE level:

• Syntax – how words belong together
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Examples of Mortar

l Connecting words: for example, because, then, but, 
sometimes, before, therefore, however, whereas

l Phrases with prepositions – on, in, under, behind, 
next to, in front of, between, in the background

l Comparatives – greater than, less than, equal to
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Comparison Sentence Frames!

l Marine mammals are warm-blooded, but fish are cold-
blooded.

Ø __________ are ____________, but ________are _________.

l The basic subject/verb/object structure of this 
comparison sentence can be adapted by varying the verbs 
(have, are, can, do, use) or conjunctions (however, 
whereas).  

l The ability to manipulate these basic sentence 
structures using a variety of content is necessary for 
demonstrating the conceptual understanding of a 
lesson calling for comparison. 
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More comparison Sentence Frames!

1. While __________ (subject 1) have __________, __________ 
(subject 2) have _____________.

2. _________ and __________ are similar because they both 
_______. They are different in that ____ ________, but 
_______ ______.

3. There are several major differences between _______ 
and ________.  The most notable is _____________.

Go Meta with a 
‘Words and Phrases for Comparing’ 

Word Wall!
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Buildings

l Bricks plus Mortar = Buildings = longer texts 

l Taught at the DISCOURSE* level

• Genre – type of text

• Pragmatics – knowing how and when to use                
different types of text (genre in action)

* Spoken and written text longer than a sentence
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Examples of Buildings

l Science – lab reports

l Math – structure of a math problem/proof, 
oral report of how a problem is solved

l Social studies – formal debate, history 
report, news article

l Language arts – letter, narrative,   
screenplay, autobiography
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Example of Buildings
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Example of Buildings
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Example of Buildings
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Example of Buildings
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Example of Buildings
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Buildings = fluency
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Brick

Mortar

Building
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How to Create an Academic Language Objective

1. Create a Content Objective

2. Choose a Function (found in content objective)

3. Decide which academic language to teach

4. Decide on the level of academic language

5. Identify Supports

6. Write an academic language objective

6
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Step #1 - Create a Content Objective
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Step #2  
Choose a 
function

Matches your 
content objective 

function!
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Step #3 – Which academic language? 

l Noticing – “What do I notice about my students’ 
written and oral language needs?”

l Forecasting – “What language do students need in 
order to engage with the content concepts?” Backward 

design!
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Step #3– Decide on the level of academic language

Bricks

l Subject specific vocabulary

l Found in bold face print in the 
text

l Taught at the WORD level:

Ø Phonology – how words sound

Ø Semantics – What words mean

Ø Morphology – parts of words

Mortar

l General utility 
vocabulary

l Used to construct 
sentences and 
paragraphs, and to 
engage in an academic 
conversation.

l Taught at the 
SENTENCE level:

Ø Syntax – how words 
belong together

Building

l Bricks plus Mortar = 
longer texts = 
Buildings

l Taught at the 
DISCOURSE* level:

Ø Genre – type of 
text

Ø Pragmatics –
knowing how and 
when to use                
different types of 
text (genre in 
action)
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Step #4: Language domains: Decide which 
domains

● Speaking (orally)

● Listening
● Writing

● Reading
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Step #5  
Identify 
Supports
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Supports
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Step #5  
Identify 
Supports
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Word-level: SWBAT ___________ (function & domain )  using ____________ (vocabulary, 
or phonological/morphological topic), such as ____________ (examples of language 
structure), with the support of _____________ (supports).

Sentence/syntax-level: SWBAT ___________ (function & domain)  using
____________ (language structure/syntax), such as ____________ (examples of 
language structure), with the support of _____________ (supports).

Discourse-level: SWBAT ___________ (function & domain)  in ____________ (language 
genre), with the support of _____________ (supports).

Step #6 Write an academic language objective
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● SWBAT explain in writing (how bats are different from other mammals) 
using vocabulary such as herbivore, frugivore, and insectivores with the 
support of sentence frames.  

● SWBAT explain orally using correct stress for words like herbivore, 
frugivore, and insectivore with the support of an audio recording created 
with a partner.

● SWBAT identify through reading using the suffix –ivore for words 
like herbivore, frugivore, and insectivore with the support of flashcards in 
my team.

Step #6 –Write an academic language objective

Word-level: SWBAT ___________ (function& domain)  using ____________ (vocabulary, or 

phonological/morphological topic), such as ____________ (examples of language 
structure), with the support of _____________ (supports).
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• SWBAT summarize in writing (how bats contribute to pollination)
using ordinal numbers such as first, second, third with the support of 
a word wall.

• SWBAT compare through writing (per capita consumption of India 
and Canada) using comparative language such as greater than, less 
than, as ______ as with the support of sample sentences.

Step #6 –Write an academic language objective

Sentence/syntax-level: SWBAT ___________ (function & domain)  using
____________ (language structure/syntax), such as ____________ (examples of 
language structure), with the support of _____________ (supports).
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Step #6 –Write an academic language objective

• SWBAT describe (how bats disperse seeds) in an organized oral 
presentation with the support of a cycle diagram.

• SWBAT orally compare (per capita consumption patterns) using 
comparative adjectives and sentence starters with the support of 
peers in a group discussion. 

Discourse-level: SWBAT ___________ (function & domain)  in ____________ (language 
genre), with the support of _____________ (supports).
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Word-level: SWBAT ___________ (function & domain )  using ____________ (vocabulary, 
or phonological/morphological topic), such as ____________ (examples of language 
structure), with the support of _____________ (supports).

Sentence/syntax-level: SWBAT ___________ (function & domain)  using
____________ (language structure/syntax), such as ____________ (examples of 
language structure), with the support of _____________ (supports).

Discourse-level: SWBAT ___________ (function & domain)  in ____________ (language 
genre), with the support of _____________ (supports).

Step #6 Write an academic language objective
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Language Objectives Rubric

1. Does it have a function? 

2. Is there a language domain (S, W, L, R)?  

3. Has academic language been identified? 

4. Does it have a language scaffold? 

5. Is it connected to the content objective selected?  
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More Buildings = More Educated

Life Goal
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9, 12, and 3 o’clock
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Sheltered Instruction Observation Protocol

l Lesson Preparation  

l Building Background

l Comprehensible Input

l Strategies 

l Interaction

l Practice

l Lesson Delivery

l Assessment
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STRATEGIES

Learning Strategies

Metacognitive

Cognitive

Social/Affective

Scaffolding 
Techniques

Verbal

Procedural

Higher-Order 
Questioning

Strategies: Organization Chart
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Learning Strategies

“The special thoughts or behaviors 

that individuals use to help them 

comprehend, 

learn,

or 

retain 

new information.” 

(O’Malley & Chamot, 1990)
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Learning Strategies

Teaching strategies are 

used by teachers... 

Learning strategies are 

used by STUDENTS!
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Metacognitive Strategies

“Metacognition, or awareness of the process of 
learning, is a critical ingredient to successful 
learning.”   - Julie Halter SDSU

“Knowing HOW to learn, and knowing which 
strategies work best, are valuable skills that 
differentiate expert learners from novice 
learners. 
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Self-regulated = Metacognitive
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Metacognitive Strategies

l Thinking about thinking

l Learning about learning 

l Self-Monitoring 
• knowing how you learn best

• understanding your purpose for 
learning 

• evaluating your learning after an 
activity is completed (DOL)
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Metacognitive Strategies – It’s A Wrap!

l Homework Wrapper

² Quick write if homework will be easy, then 

reflect afterwards

l Test Wrapper

² After test, analyze wrong answers, how to 
study differently next time
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http://www.mathgiraffe.com/
blog/best-procedure-for-
test-corrections
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My meta moments foster self-regulated learning 
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Goal Orientation

Name: Period:

Grade Earned

Quarter 1 20%

Quarter 2 20%

Midterm 10%

SEMESTER GRADE

credit earned = semester grade x 0.5 = 

Grade I want to earn  

What I need to do to earn that grade

(Grade I want - credit earned)/0.5

Frequently        
(100% of the time)

Sometimes      
(70% of the time)

Occasionally     
(50% of the time) Never

What are the habits and strategies I will implement                                  
to meet my goals?

“It is not that I'm so smart.                                                       
But I stay with the questions much longer.”                                

Albert Einstein

How often do I come to correct quizzes or exams?

How often do I get help understanding something                                 
before a quiz or exam?

How often do I complete my homework?

How often do I review my notes at night?

How often do I ask for help in class?
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Created for DLST Project, funded by the Office of School Improvement, Virginia Department of Education (2011-2012)  69 
 

SAMPLE TEMPLATES FOR SELF-REFLECTION AND GOAL-SETTING* 

Problem Learning Target Right? Wrong? Simple 
Mistake? 

More 
Study? 

1      
2      
3      
4      
5      
6      
7      
8      
9      
10      
11      
12      
13      
14      
15      

My Strengths: 

My Highest Priority for Studying: 

What I Need to Review: 
 
 

 
Goal Steps Evidence 

What do I need to 
improve? 

How do I plan to do this? What evidence will show 
I’ve achieved my goal? 

 

 

 

Time Frame:  Begin__________________   End_____________________ 

Date_____________      Signed___________________________ 

*Adapted from Assessment Training Institute, Portland, OR www.assessmentinst.com 
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My meta moments promote a growth mindset
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Cognitive Strategies… 

Provide a structure for learning that ACTIVELY
promotes the comprehension and retention of
knowledge through the use of ENGAGING
strategies that acknowledge the brain's
limitations of capacity and processing.
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Cognitive Strategies 

l Making connections when 
reading

• Text to text, text to self, 

and text to world

l Concept (Mind) maps 

l Visualizing 

l RAFT

l Note taking

l Outlining

l Graphic Organizer

BEING AN ACTIVE LEARNER!  

MUST BE TAUGHT DIRECTLY AND EXPLICITLY!!!!!
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RAFT Examples
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Social/Affective Strategies 

l Cooperative Learning

l Think-pair-share 

l Gallery Walk

l Jigsaw

l And MANY more!! 

l Question for Clarification - Asking another student 

or teacher for repetition, paraphrasing, 

explanation, and/or examples.  (Ask 3 then me!)

(“It is often the process of formulating thoughts in 

order to express them to others that leads to 

metacognitive development.” (Piaget, 1964)

BEING AN INTERACTIVE LEARNER
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The Goal for Students

To develop independence in self-monitoring 

and self-regulation through practice with 

peer-assisted and student-centered strategies.
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STRATEGIES

Learning Strategies

Meta-cognitive

Cognitive

Social/Affective

Scaffolding 
Techniques

Verbal

Procedural

Higher-Order 
Questioning

Strategies: Organization Chart
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Strategies in a nutshell

u “Just because they can’t speak English 
proficiently doesn’t mean they can’t 
think!”

u By conscientiously scaffolding support, 
and by thoughtfully asking questions 
that require students to interpret, apply, 
and synthesize, we increase the chances 
that all learners will become critical 
thinkers.
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• Students trust their minds. 
• Students know there's more than one right way to do 

things. 
• They acknowledge their mistakes and try to rectify them. 
• They evaluate their products and behavior. 
• Memories are enhanced. 
• Learning increases. 
• Self-esteem increases. 
• Students feel a sense of power. 
• Students become more responsible 
• Work completion and accuracy improve. 
• Students develop and use a personal study process. 
• They know how to "try." 
• On-task time increases; students are more "engaged." 

What happens when students 
become strategic  learners?

Which is the most important outcome and why?
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1. You have the option to create a: 
a) Song
b) Rap

2. Incorporating assigned concepts you learned in (FOCUS ON ELLs):  
a) KYS
b) Building Background
c) Practice and application
d) Five Essential elements of Collaboration
e) Strategies
f) Language objectives J

3. You may perform a 1-2 minute:
a) Solo
b) Duet
c) Trio
d) Quartet


